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Notice to Contributors
Papers, which should be in duplicate and in the

Vancouver style, should be sent to the Editor, Journal oj
Medical Genetics, BMA House, Tavistock Square,
London WC1H 9JR. A stamped addressed postcard
should be enclosed for return to author as acknowledge-
ment of receipt of MS. Overseas authors should enclose
an international reply paid coupon. Submission of a
paper will be held to imply that it contains original worn
which has not been previously published. The signatur
of each author is required on the covering letter. Per
mission to republish must be obtained from the Editor

Papers sbould conform to one of the following cato
gories. Original contributions on clinical or laborator)
aspects of medical genetics in man and on related anima
studies. Case reports with particularly instructive clinica
or genetic features: to be not longer than 1000 words o
text, two or at most three figures, one table (if necessary)
and eight references. Short reports of unusual cases: to 6x
not longer than 500 words of point form description witi
a clinical photograph and partial karyotype, i
appropriate, and no more than two or three references
Single case reports will usually only be considered iI
one of these forms. Review articles will generally 6x
by invitation, but suggestions from authors wishinj
to prepare a review article will be welcome. Annotations
Hypotheses, Preliminary communications, and Technica
notes will also be considered, as will Short commication.
giving information on new translocations, chromosom
identification by banding techniques, and second ane
third findings of important haemoglobins. Contribution
to the Correspondence and Question and answer column
will be welcomed. Publication of papers thought to be o
special importance may be expedited.

All contributions should be accompanied by a summar
giving the main results and conclusions. Typescriptl
should be double spaced with wide margins. One pag
proof will be sent to the author submitting the paper an(
alterations on the proof, apart from printer's errors, areno
permitted. Twenty-five free reprints will be supplied an(
further reprints may be ordered when the proof is returned

Figures should be kept to a minimum and should b
numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals. Legend
should be typed on a separate sheet. Photograph
should be on glossy paper and diagrams should be draw]
on stout white paper. Photographs of karyotypes do no
reproduce well. Chromosomes should be cut out an
stuck onto stout paper. Any lettering should be indicate
on a separate transparent overlay. Pedigrees shoul
use squares and circles. Generations should be numbere
with Roman and individuals with Arabic numerals
members belonging to the same generation should b
horizontally aligned.

Tables should not be Included in the body of the tex
but should be typed on separate pages and numbered wit
Arabic numerals.

References should conform precisely to the style currer
in this Journal. Authors are responsible for the accurac
and completeness of their references as these will not b

Nomenclature. Authors should refer to the following
publications.

f (1) Chromosomes: ISCN. An international system for
human cytogenetic nomenclature (1978). Birth Defects
1978; XIV:No 8. Also in Cytogenet Cell Genet 1978 ;21:
309-404.

(2) Dermatoglyphs: Penrose LS. Memorandum on
dennatoglyphic nomenclature. Birth Defects 1968 ;4:No 3.

(3) Enzymes: WHO Scientific Group. Standardization
of procedures for the study of glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase. WHO Tech Rep Ser 1967;No 366.

(4) Blood coagulation: International Committee of
- Haemostasis and Thrombosis (Graham JB et al). A
Y genetic nomenclature for human blood coagulation.
j Thromb Haemostas 1973 ;30:2-1 1.
1 (5) Loci: Conventional nomenclature should be used,

with lower case lettering as appropriate (for example,
Race RR, Sanger R. Bloodgroups in man. 6th ed. Oxford,
London: Blackwell, 1975; and Giblett ER. Genetic
markers in human blood. Oxford, London: BlackwelL

if 1969).
;- (6) Genes: Shows TB et al. International system for
a human gene nomenclature (1979). Cytogenet Cell Genet
e 1979;25:96-116.

SI units. The units in which the authors' work was
I measured should be cited first followed by either the SI
S units or the traditional units. This does not apply to
e tables, but here a conversion factor should be added as a
d footnote.
s

IS Notice to Advertisers
if Applications for advertising space and rates should be

made to the Advertisement Manager, Journal ofMedical
Y Genetics, BMA House, Tavistock Square, London
s WC1H 9JR.
e
d Notice to Subscribers
it The Journal is published 6 times a year and the annual
d subscription rate is £34.00 in the United Kingdom and
1. Republic of Ireland, US $84.00 by surface mail in all

countries overseas.

Is Payments for overseas subscriptions should be made in
ks US dollars, ie US $76.00, or in your national currency
n based on the prevailing exchange rate to the US dollar of
A that currency, payable to the British Medical Association.
d Orders can also be placed locally through any leading
d subscription agent or bookseller. (For the convenience of
tj readers in the USA subscription orders, with or without
, payment, can be sent to: BRITISH MEDICAL

JOURNAL, Box 560B, Kennebunkport, Maine
e 04046, USA. All inquiries, however, must be

addressed to the Publishers in London.) Inquiries
regarding Air Mail rates and single copies already

th published should be addressed to the Publisher in London.
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y in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,
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I'HE EUGENICS SOCIETY

MARIE STOPES RESEARCH FUND

The Council of the Eugenics Society is prepared to
receive applications for support of research in those
areas of activity for which the late Dr Marie
Carmichael Stopes through her work with the
Society for Constructive Birth Control is best
remembered, namely problems of: (a) fertility
control; (b) differential fertility; (c) eugenic aspects
of reproduction and population; and (d) eugenic
aspects of sex education and sexual behaviour and
the impact of all these and related matters on the
welfare of women and of the community, with
particular emphasis (in keeping with the biosocial
outlook of the Society) on interdisciplinary research.

The General Secretary of the Society will be
pleased to provide further information and advice
on the appropriate method of application. For
details please write to The Eugenics Society,
69 Eccleston Square, London SWI V 1 PJ.
Telephone: 01-834 2091. (UK based projects only.)

THE SIXTEENTH ANNUAL NEW YORK
MARCH OF DIMES MEDICAL SYMPOSIUM
A symposium on The Fetal Patient: Assuring a
Healthy Newborn will be held at The Grand Hyatt
Hotel, Park Avenue at Grand Central, New York
City on Monday and Tuesday, 21 and 22 November
1983. For further details contact Leona J Schumer,
March of Dimes, 622 Third Avenue, New York,
NY 10017, USA. Telephone: (212) 922-1460.
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